Zoe: 18 months

Spirit: Affectionate & sweet

- Caring for & loving others (mostly kisses & night-night)
- Independent from Mommy

Mind: Strong-willed

- Marauds
- Knocks over pictures on the wall
- Must have her turn, will argue
- Dons &脱s

Body: Energetic, baby, body

- We can use our voice to mimic sounds
- Communication skills: hello (huu), bye-bye, baby-talk

Animals

- Fascinated with animals
- Takes in coins
goes to mouth

Musical Piano

- Listen for & follow directions (tap, stamp, say biography)
- Takes & carries
- Music is joyful, move your body to the sounds

Telephone

- Grandpa/Pappy & Grammy
- Fascinated with animals
- Takes in coins

If you’re Happy & You Know It...

- High spirits
- Takes in coins
- Goes to mouth

Self

- Takes in coins
goes to mouth
- Marauds
- Knocks over pictures on the wall
- Must have her turn, will argue
- Dons &脱s

3 sets of grandparents

- "The baby" in both families, parades with smiling engagement
- Miss Independent

Her Dolly

- Green/Pink
- Miss Independent
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